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UNC 
Greensboro
▪One of 17 institutions in the University 
of North Carolina System
▪Fall 2018 enrollment 20,106
▪100 baccalaureate programs
▪33 certificate/specialist/licensure 
programs 
▪56 master's programs
▪28 doctoral programs
▪Institution with higher research activity
Why JSTOR
▪Reputation
▪Students and faculty seek out the content
▪Unlimited, DRM-free access model
▪Publisher mix
▪Platform is easy to use
▪Excellent working relationship with JSTOR
▪Easy to establish workflows that are efficient, effective
Timeline
▪1998 – JSTOR ejournals
▪March 2016 – JSTOR Demand Driven Acquisition (DDA) 
ebooks
first invoice April 1 
3 titles triggered (users found books right away via platform, as no 
catalog access yet)
second invoice May 1
20 titles triggered
▪May 2017 – JSTOR Evidence-Based Acquisition (EBA) ebooks
DDA Profile
▪Frontlist only (currently 2017-
2019)
▪Exclude 3 disciplines (aquatic 
sciences, law, transportation 
studies)
▪Exclude UNC Press (we have a 
blanket print plan)
▪Exclude 25k titles that overlap 
based on holdings comparison
▪Maximum price $400
▪English language only
DDA Activity for FY2019 through January
FY2019 Quantity Amount
January 17 $1,471.68 
December 23 $1,636.42 
November 45 $4,072.50 
October 72 $6,155.32 
September 30 $2,484.72 
August 26 $2,365.85 
July 17 $1,144.26 
Total to date 230 $19,330.75 
Weekly report of DDA titles triggered for 
purchase (sample of data)
Trigger: 6 chapter views or 4 chapter downloads
Monthly statement of DDA activity (prior to 
invoice – plenty of reporting to keep us aware)
Invoiced monthly by ITHAKA for titles triggered during the prior month
Original set up
▪WorldShare Management Services (library services platform)
WMS Metadata Collection Manager
▪WorldCat Discovery (discovery service)
▪Communication between University Libraries, JSTOR, & 
OCLC
▪Enable delivery of MARC records in Collection Manager
▪and Enable delivery of the Open Access collection
OCLC WorldCat knowledge base
OCLC

Knowledge Base workflow
▪Email from JSTOR with titles added
▪For statistical purposes, technical services staff member 
unselects titles and moves them from DDA collection to 
Purchased collection (we could rely on automatic feeds)
▪Receive automatic weekly feeds (we use this option when 
staff are out an extended period)
▪No issues with handling manually
Evidence-Based Acquisitions
▪Backlist – titles published in 2016 or prior
▪More than 40,000 titles accessible
▪Deposit amount determined by JSTOR based on journal 
usage
▪Discount based upon deposit
▪Report sent to library with titles and activity each May
▪Return spreadsheet to JSTOR each June with decisions on 
which titles to purchase
List of all EBA titles with usage information for selecting titles for purchase
Valerie Yaw sends out a regular e-newsletter with updates
EBA Activity
The UNCG EBA activity 
report from June 2018 
listed 4,264 titles with at 
least one chapter view or 
chapter download
Purchased 198 titles
Title-by-title selection
▪Ordered through GOBI
▪In 2018 there were 37 titles ordered
▪32 were purchased as textbook options for faculty to share links with 
students [$25,000 allocated to this e-textbook fund]
▪Policy to purchase title for textbook program even if part of a DDA 
or EBA model to avoid having titles pulled by publisher as has 
occurred in the past, though mostly other aggregators (“Titles are also 
occasionally removed from the EBA program due to rights issues. Each month, we will send you a 
report of all title updates.”)
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